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Abstract. The article analysis the possibilities of the language of music 
though silence. Considering music as a non-verbal communicative system, 
as a meaningful sign system as a part of semiotics, the author approaches the 
philosophy of structuralism viewing music as a text. Silence, as an artistic 
phenomenon, manifested itself brightly in music of the XX century when the 
understanding of art was reconsidered.
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1. Introduction
The problematic of the article, which lies in the research of widening 
of the language of music through silence belongs to the sphere a of struc-
turalistic approach to a music composition. It is necessary to distinguish 
quietness and silence, since for the study this difference is very important: 
quietness is an ontological, existential and natural phenomenon, and silence 
is an anthropological phenomenon associated with speech, which belongs 
to the world of people. Muteness belongs to the world which capable of speech.
Regarding the works of structuralism on text structure, we turn to music, 
as music, as it has been proved by Russian academics, is a system of non-ver-
bal communication and as and as every cultural phenomenon can be viewed 
as a text. The article descusses the importance of the phenomenon of a written 
and published music composition —  opus for European music, which enabled 
the composers of the XX century to implement an extra visual structure 
in the musical graphic notation and silence with the help of pausation.
Regarding the works of structuralism on text structure, we turn to music. 
Music is a system of non-verbal communication, as it has been proved by 
Russian academics, and as every cultural phenomenon can be viewed as a 
text. The article discusses the importance of the phenomenon of a written and 
published music composition — opus music in European tradition, which 
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enabled the composers of the XX century to implement an extra visual struc-
ture in the musical graphic notation and silence with the help of pausation.
2. Methods of research
Musical pieces were analyzed for language structures under the paradigm 
of the structuralistic method. Through deconstruction, J. Derrida reduces 
language, cultural and political phenomena to a text and looks for the hidden 
sense, regarding the contradictions of the text as a characteristic of it existence.
Considering music as a sign system, which has pauses in its signs ex-
pressed through silence, the semiotic approach is applied.
3. Research material
The research is based on the philosophic works of such representatives 
of structuralism as F. Saussure, R. Bart, J. Derrida, J. Kristeva; the works 
of L. Wittgenstein; the works of such Russian philosophers and semioti-
cians as A. Losev, M. Bahtin, P. Florensky, J. Lotman, V. Bibikhin. It is also 
on the musical pieces of the XX century composers —  the representatives 
of the Second Viennese School (A. Berg, A. Schonberg, A. Webern) and such 
Russian composers as V. Martynov, A. Pyart, V. Silvestrov).
4. Structuralistic studies of language
Regarding a language like a structure, F. de Saussure analyzed language 
signs as its part, however a sign is not connected to the meaning, taking into 
account that the sequence of signs is random: ‘speech … is a system of signs 
in which the only essential thing is the union of meanings and sound-im-
ages’ [Saussure, 1966, 15]. Saussure separated the language and the speech. 
In his opinion the language plays the leading role as it does not depend on 
the person and is a part of objective reality; speech takes the second place 
as it is an individual part in the speech activity, which stands for all verbal 
communication. The language is a social phenomenon; it is a public domain, 
unlike the speech, which together with speech activity is defined as an in-
dividual phenomenon.
Structuralism and post-structuralism are closely interconnected as they 
both are related to the structure. Structuralism looks for the language structure 
in texts and cultural phenomena while post-structuralism deals with ambiv-
alence of structure. According to structuralism academics, the speech creates 
an indivisible stream while writing is filled with pauses (dots and commas).
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As a representative of post-constructivism, J. Derrida considered the lan-
guage as a source of disorganization, which has no consistency. He reduces both 
language and cultural, social and political phenomena to a text, thus decon-
structing the language. After deconstruction only a text is left. The sense of de-
construction is to decompose philosophical works and explain philosophical 
concepts. Deconstruction looks for implicit contents of the text, tries to explain 
the contradictions of the text as a characteristic of its existence. Comparing 
the speech and writing, Derrida unconventionally privileges writing over 
speech: ‘no consciousness is possible without the voice. The voice is the being 
which is present to itself in the form of universality, as consciousness; the voice 
is consciousness’ [Derrida, 1973, 79–80]. The speech pronounced by the voice 
is not considered as a system of signs, as the voice has no mediator unlike 
writing where this function is provided by a material medium. However, 
the insubstantiality of the voice is a misconception and Derrida wanted to show 
that the speech is writing since the voice serves like a medium.
For R. Bart language is the foundation and source for understanding all 
phenomena, as everything in social reality is based on language. As the sense 
appears only when the events are named, language providing communica-
tion bears social meaning and is considered to be the public domain unlike 
speech which is an individual phenomenon. He analyzed the interaction 
of individual and public phenomena, speech and language. Looking for 
the solution to this problem, he approached writing, which is a combination 
of the language codes and subconscious in speech: ‘Writing is that neutral, 
composite, oblique space where our subject slips away, the negative where 
all identity is lost, starting with the very identity of the body writing’ [Bart, 
2002, 221]. Then and there the culture turns into a text. The language and 
the style are the main elements of writing: ‘Now every Form is also a Value, 
which is why there is room, between a language and a style, for another for-
mal reality: writing’ [Bart, 1968, 13]. The style is the way in which the author 
expresses his thoughts.
J. Kristeva does not regard the text as a lingua franca as it does not repre-
sent reality but modifies it: ‘as the partner of a subject is a text, thus the subject 
itself turns up in a text; it gave rise to the personal-impersonal poesy, which 
swept away a psychological subject, the descriptions of passion without a moral 
conclusion, phenomenon, incident’ [Kristeva, 2004, 652]. The text does not 
only line up with reality, but modifies the grammar of the language, thus 
belonging to the language and to the society, and it creates new meanings.
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4.1. Russian linguistic philosophy
Linguistic philosophy, including such questions as the problem of ex-
pression of meaning, which is  inexpressible through the verbal means 
of communication, the subjective nature of a thought, attracted the atten-
tion of both Western and Russian philosophers. Non-verbal language serves 
as the inner speech and silence limits the language. Non-verbal structures 
of the consciousness and the frames of the language, studies of a sign and 
sign systems, content and meaning were developed within the frames of se-
miotics. Thinking and the language, signified and denotative, the influence 
of non-verbal speech tools on meaning are examined in the works of such 
Russian academics as M. Bakhtin, P. Florensky and A. Losev.
Studying of the language is central to Losev’s philosophy: a symbol 
expresses the essence being a part of the material world, and a symbol ex-
pressed by a word is added to the outer word. Thus, all the world is expressed 
in words, the world is equal to the word. Speaking about skeptics, Losev 
analyzes silence as something non-expressed, the summit of wisdom.
4.2 Silence as limitation of language in Wittgenstein’s philosophy.
Wittgenstein defined the limits of the world through the limits of lan-
guage [Wittgenstein, 1994]. Not only the consciousness, but all the cultural 
phenomena are determined only by language. However not everything can 
be expressed with the help of the language, it is especially true when we speak 
about art as the total of images, emotions, sourcing of new meanings where 
we can observe the limitations of the language. A solution can be found 
in the silence, it solves the problems of objects and predicates when the in-
expressibleness of an object and a function has not any solution in language. 
‘What can be said at all can be said clearly; and whereof one cannot speak 
thereof one must be silent’ [Wittgenstein, 2020]. The silence and the word 
do not eliminate each other, but exist simultaneously, limiting each other. 
The word must experience silence. ‘Attitude deals with attitude, but in this 
case, … a person contradicts himself. The only way out is to establish this fact 
in silence. This kind of silence can be called genuine, as it is not only the ab-
sence of sound, but also the inner silence, thus even our mind has to keep 
silent. [Loreti, 2016, 37–38]. The essence of the language varies in both early 
and late works of Wittgenstein. In his early works, the main function of lan-
guage is information transfer and fixation of the facts of the world. In his late 
works (Blue book and Brown book) the language exists not for description, 
but for the expression of reality, it cannot be singular or united. In his later 
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works, we can also face the concept of ‘genuine silence”. Turning to practice 
after studying theoretical problems is done in silence, like resolving challenges 
cannot be realized with the help of the words, but only through the inner 
silence: ‘the idea of genuine silence lies in the idea that the theoretical response 
to the theoretical questions of philosophy is returning to practice’. According 
to Wittgenstein, this returning will be silent in the sense that people will 
not discuss the philosophic issues with the help of the words. Philosophical 
questions are resolved with the help of strict, genuine inner silence which 
in the framework of the late Wittgenstein ideas partially coincide with cha-
otic noisy language games [Loreti, 2016, 39]. The silence and speech share 
a common foundation, they originate in conversation, which enables both 
speaking and silence, thus developing silence as the follower of a conversa-
tion. The speech does not stop in silence, it continues in it.
5. Music as a non-verbal mean of artistic communication
The interaction between the author and the recipient through simple, 
non-voice signs in art serves as a kind of artistic non-verbal communication 
through the release of information with the help of the means of such com-
munication such as intonation, gestures, mimics, etc. Visual artistic commu-
nication exists in painting, sculpture, architecture; acoustic communication 
exists in music, artistic communication at the theatre and some other genres 
of modern music is expressed via both acoustic and visual means.
Scientists distinguish numerous functions of music such as cathartic, es-
thetic, cognitive, conveying emotions, esthetic and others. The main function 
among them is definitely the communicative function: music is a non-verbal 
tool of communication and it is expressed in the interaction of the composer 
with the performers and listeners. Music’s non-verbal tools of communication 
enable listeners and performers to enter the world of music, as it is non-verbal 
by its very nature. The non-verbal pre-logical character of music (Losev ‘Music 
as a matter of logics’) makes it comprehensible to any person no matter if he 
can speak the language of the country or the language of the country where 
the composer come from. Music has its own expressive means such as the beat, 
rhythm, motives, melody and so on. Common features, which unite the lan-
guage of words and the language of music, are the sound and speech.
Perception ties the creative concept of the composer, its performance 
and listeners into the united music system. The music supposes the com-
munication of the composer with the listeners and performers. Music com-
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munication is expressed in the same way as speech and unlike verbal speech 
which serves as an act of communication, music speech serves as a one-sided 
process from the composer, who produces this music speech, to the listener. 
‘Communication and interaction still not distinguished in linguistics and 
semiotics thus they do not make it possible to distinguish the language 
of communication and the language of message … we deal with two different 
sign systems understanding of which is crucial for the third class of these 
systems —  artistic languages [Kagan, 1988, 272].
In terms of hermeneutic language is united with reality. In the modern 
science interpretation is connected with the text. Music is analyzed as a sign 
language system and as a tool of artistic communication. Academics who 
consider music as music speech attach importance to it as a communication 
tool, since music serves as a speech activity —  it includes breathing, which 
influences the structure of music, the construction of music expresses its 
contents as the speech does, but unlike speech it expresses the meaning not 
through the meaning of the words, but through the aural images which are 
generated by harmony, rhythm and intonation. Music serves as expression 
while speech serves as nomination: ‘could a message, which does not consist 
of signs by which we primarily mean the words of a natural language, bear 
some meaning? … Bearing in mind painting, music and cinema, we cannot 
help but agree’ [Lotman, 1973, 382].
The music is more that simply sound phenomenon, it has contents, im-
possible to narrow down to a system of signs. However, in linguistics there 
is a theory which views music as a non-language and non-sign phenomenon 
because it is considered to be a system with non-meaningful units, thus it 
is impossible to decode its signs.
A creation is viewed as a unique sign as it is impossible to eliminate 
a part of a production without losing elements of the contents. In art, a sign 
is equal to a speech process, which exists in time and/or space. A literary 
text is viewed as an integrated whole. This is also the case of music, as only 
the whole piece can be considered as a sign while its separate elements are 
only parts which have no general idea. ‘In artistic creation pronunciation 
of a sign is always a speech process which exists in time (oral culture, music), 
in space (plastic arts, architecture) or in both (stage arts). It is necessary to be 
aware of the elements of a sign-production, which composes it as artistic 
speech. In every-day (non-artistic) speech the main unit is a statements 
which consists of the words-signs ’ [Bonfeld, 1996].
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According to Yakupov, the language of music has a code which transfers 
the artistic information into materialized information. In other words, a per-
former decoding a music notation reconstructs the conception of the composer. 
However, the conception lies not only in music notation but also in non-music 
information. Music notation performs the main functions necessary to decode 
the concept: it includes a coded sign-message; it conveys emotions, attitude, 
succession and the assembly of musical instruments and so on.
The coded music notation and performed acoustic music differ. The for-
mer is a sign system which is not able to impress the listener and carry 
the audience to the emotional world of associations and artistic images. 
However, performed music possesses all these qualities: ‘a composer is a ‘writ-
ing person’, it is a person who creates music texts which later turn into real 
music’. [Martynov, 2002]. However, it is not always the case that the music 
is written first and performed later, since before the XII century the music was 
composed to be performed, it was not necessary to write it. In music there 
are ‘two opposite principles which make a foundation for music notation — 
the diastimatic principle or the principle of accurate fixation of the intervals 
and the adiastimatic peinciple where the emphasis is not put on the fixation 
of the intervals but on the fixation of other parameters of melodism united 
by the idea of articulation. Interestingly, that articulation here is understood 
in the way it was regarded by Zemkovsky, as music of an oral tradition where 
we find out the intonation meaning through the behavior of a performer 
[Martynov, 2002]. Line notation was invented by Guido de Arezzo who 
managed to transform an early idea of line principle of music notation into 
our conventional system. One of the advantages of line notation is that it 
provides a graphic image of a music piece. The composer’s design does not 
always lies solely in the audible music: ‘very often a composer’s structure 
cannot be heard by ear, but can be recognized by the eye; symphony by Vebers 
21 is a shining example of this, when the audio perception truly cannot give 
the impression of that crystal complexity of structure which can be observed 
looking at the music’s scope’ [Martynov, 2002]. Music has an important visual 
part which can fully reveal the composer’s design, and sometimes it happens 
that a piece is fully formed only in the process of notation.
According to Rappaport, the written language of music, as a graph-
ic music notation, also serves as a sign system, which possesses its own 
functions, refers the performer to particular characteristics such as music 
instruments, sequences of sounds played, etc. It provides interaction be-
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tween the composer and the recipient through non-words, non-speech signs, 
from the viewpoint of semiotics; it is considered as an artistic non-verbal 
communication —  transfer of information with the help of communicative 
means such as intonations, gestures, mimics, etc. Art possesses the kinds 
of non-verbal mediums, which are not present in everyday speech, such 
as music, choreography, painting.
The issue of sense in music is a problem of the perception of some kind 
of information, or message, which is communicated to the listeners. On this 
basis of communicative characteristics, in general, music can be regarded 
as a kind of speech (B. Asafiev, B. Teplov, L. Masel, etc.) In addition, a crucial 
role is played by intonation, which can be the main medium of music.
5.1. Intonation and rhythm which generate silence in music
Music construction passes on the contents like speech, but unlike it, 
music communicates spiritual meaning not through the words, but through 
the rhythmic and intonation images (B. Asafiev, M. Gudova, L. Zaks, V. Me-
dushevsky). These images are created by the unity of rhythmic and pitch, 
which in turn creates harmony and intonation. Audile music provides sign 
and symbolic expression, while human speech serves to express inner intel-
lectual and emotional-volitional processes and states of a person.
Intonation is one of the main aspects crucial for our investigation 
as a characteristic of a music piece and by itself. Music has rhythm and 
time and pitch aspects, which in turn consist of harmony and intonation. 
The rhythm provides timing in a music piece in particular and in text in gen-
eral. The rhythm is based on the metric system and aims at the harmoniza-
tion of time, a certain kind of rhythm. There can be observed certain lose 
of rhythm which deasl with verbal text (different kinds of metric design, 
rhythmic inversion when the stress does not match with a metric stress, ar-
rhythmia, etc.) and music —  multimeter, syncopated rhythm, etc. It is easier 
to observe rhythm errors in music rather than in speech.
Intonation expresses the unity of the non-semantic and semantic level 
of a composition. Intonation is closely connected with expression and music 
intonation has much larger value and turns into a musical language and thus 
a mean of communication. Intonation provides the content function of music.
In Russia, one of the problem of intonation was first studied by B. Asa-
fiev, who paid attention to the fact that music intonation ‘is comprehension 
of music speech which belongs to a particular social sphere [Asafiev, 1971, 
355]. The essence of intonation is revealed in ‘three interrelated forms of ex-
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pression: a composer’s, a performer’s way of thinking and the listeners’ way 
of thinking while listening and perceiving music’. [Shishliannikova, 2013].
In addition, iIntonation defines the semantic message of a composition, 
turns the daily state of mind to artistic perception’ [Gudova, 2004, 123].
As Asafiev states, intonation plays a much more important role in music 
rather than in any other art, as it is an intonation art by itself where the ex-
pression of intonation defines the sense of music. It is through the intonation 
as a non-verbal means of communication, that the listener perceives and 
comprehends music.
5.2. Pre‑conditions of silence in music
The role of music notation in the modern world is closely connected 
with the change of status and context of art existence.
Martynov in his book “The zone of Opus Posth. The birth of a new reality” 
looks into the dynamic of “opus” music development (attached to the published 
work) and Opus posth-music, which represents a number of procedures and 
operations with non-fully used opportunities of opus-music. The transition 
to opus posth-music goes along with the changes in such notions as “a com-
position”, “a text”, “an author” and “a copy”, “consumption” and “a publication”.
Martynov divides music into opus music and opus-posth music. 
The word “opus” means work, labor, activity, making, creation, composing 
and thus, speaking about “opus-music” we must speak about music as a labor, 
occupation, making, creation or composing.
The term “opus-music” points at the essence of the western European 
composers’ music and at the same time stresses the fact that it is set apart 
from any other music practices and traditions of the world. The word “opus” 
emerged in the composers’ practice quite late, and it has been used only since 
the end of the XVI century.
Оpus refers to a published work and a non-published work cannot be 
considered as a work of art. The act of publishing turns a potential work 
of art into a real work of art.
The need to stimulate music creation has appeared because it is impossi-
ble as such. Understanding of the decline in artistic expression and feelings 
lies behind the need of stimulus to create new music. This is not going to be 
opus music, but opus posth-music, as this music comes from understanding 
that opus music is dead. ‘For example, “Quiet songs” by Valentin Selverstov 
can be considered as one of the early examples of opus posth-music which 
consists of a sequence of simulacrum, but they are a special kind of simu-
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lacrums, they are conscious and this awareness turns them into a genuine 
facts of art’ [Martynov, 2005, 17–18]. The same kind of simulacra, which 
turn into the facts of post-art can be observed in the works of A. Pyart, 
A. Rabinovich, G. Pelitsis and others, ‘music which can be qualified as opus 
posth-music and which makes you aware of the fact that the only last real 
topic for live genuine art can be only the death of opus-music, the death 
of art as such’. [Martynov, 2005, 18]. Opus posth-music contains a certain 
set of operations with not fully used opportunities of opus-music. This fact 
lies behind the secondariness of this kind of music.
The beginning of the transfer to opus posth-music coincides with changes 
of such issues as “a composition, ‘a text’, ‘an author’ and ‘a copy’, ‘consumption’ 
and ‘publication’ and their replacement with such notions as ‘a behavior 
pattern’, ‘a project’, ‘a character author’ and ‘flickering’ which imply a brand 
new view of art works.
In his book “The end of the composers’ era” Martynov views the problems 
of composers in the present and in the past and tries to predict the perspec-
tives of music development. Martynov believes that the time of the composers 
is gone; however, music is not going to disappear with them. At the same 
time, we can observe the withdrawal of performing art and its transfer 
to a separate important field of music realization. We can see a separate class 
of performers who are not necessarily composers but can reproduce music 
whitten by others using music notation. Simultaneously, there is a clearly 
defined need for individual reading of music through adaptation of mu-
sic compositions written with music notation. A special emphasis is put 
on the individual style, the manner of performing and in general the idea 
of sound of different compositions.
5.3 The structure of silence in music and philosophy
Structuralists clearly differentiate the speech and the language; however, 
in this article I do not draw this line as silence refers to both language and 
speech, the latter originates in silence and plunges into it. Silence can be a sheer 
lack of words, however if it stands for words and it turns into a statement, in this 
case, it is more than lack of speech. Speech is not possible without silence; si-
lence in forms of pauses creates borders of speech. Silence is opposed to a word.
Silence is an anthropological phenomenon, which belongs to the human 
realm. Based on the assumption that silence is accompanied by the inner 
speech we can come to a conclusion that silence expresses the inner world 
of a person. A person has a choice to speak or not to speak, to break silence or 
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to keep it. In the works of Bibikhin “The language and philosophy” the choice 
to keep silence or break it lies in the fact that a silent statement is ‘a word 
proved by the threshold of the silence. The word of the inexpressible.’ [Bibikh-
in, 2002, 34] Silence and speech are opposed to each other, but generate each 
other. Bibikhin defines speech through silence: ‘A text is made up of silence 
and the word. The fact that silence is the foundation of the language does 
not define the language yet, but makes it clear that the relation of a word 
to an object is not a mere description’. [Bibikhin, 2002, 30].
Silence serves as the soul of speech, sound and the language, it initiates 
the beginning of a conversation and manifests itself only when there is no 
conversation. Speech and silence are interrelated. However, there is the other 
side of silence and speaking as although silence serves as the foundation 
of speech, it cannot be considered as the foundation of the culture: ‘The si-
lence can be safely kept only by the word … And both a person and culture 
are truly kept not by silence, but by the word proved by the threshold of si-
lence. The word of inexpressible [Bibikhin, 2002, 34].
If we study silence as means of communication, the sign nature of the lan-
guage is unfolded in different ways and different academics provide different 
classifications of silence: ‘for J. Jensen it is the classification of the connection, 
interaction, recognition, judgment, action. For T. Bruno it is the psycho-
linguistic, socio-cultural interactive form of silence. V. Bogdanov defines 
three main functions of silence: role-marking, which implies the change 
of communication roles, informative and sintactico-constructive’ [Katukh-
ina, 2009, 91]. The sign nature of silence gives an opportunity to compare 
silence and the language which decreases the possibilities of silence in relation 
to the other spheres of application.
If in everyday life we interpret silence as emptiness and lacking in con-
tents, in music it is filled with contents and has an absolutely different mean-
ing. Many academics associate the unity of silence expressed in the pause 
and music with the sacred sphere: ‘the sacred meaning of a pause in music 
is eventually traced to the metaphysical interpretation of music and musi-
cality as the greatest spiritual force’ [Sidneva, 2012, 31]; ‘all the good things 
that a person can tell is no match for the language of the fundamental nature 
which is incomprehensible for us; this incomprehensibleness must silently 
manifest itself in the pause [Mikhailov, 1998, 127].
In the works of some composers music emerges into silence, others 
in turn create music in silence. ‘Different composers with absolutely di-
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verse esthetic characteristics such as Vebern, Kancheli, Scriabin and Cage 
had the knack for filling the silence with spiritual meanings. Late preludes 
of A. Skriabin with their “disappearing” sound which vanishes into the si-
lence, with graphic expression which displaces the notes with pauses reflect 
a subtle and complicated way of the sound dematerialization, and finding 
the pure, ‘inexpressible’ spirituality’ [Sidneva, 2012, 31]. ‘K. Stockhausen 
reflects on the silence: ‘we have not mastered this skill yet in the previous 
forms of art —  silence falling at a definite moment and in the silence which 
falls suddenly or gradually, experience the variety of silence in the same way 
as we experience sound’ [Nekrasova, 2016, 191]. In other words, silence and 
silentness find their ways in the world of music.
6. The results of the research
A music composition serves as a system of signs every one of which 
is unique so it is not possible to eliminate any of them without losing a part 
of its contents. In the music art, a sign serves as a process, which manifests 
itself in time or in time and space. Music is full of meanings, which cannot be 
narrowed down only to a system of signs and the implicit means of the verbal 
language. Unlike a verbal language, which serves as an act of communication 
and which is impossible, if all the participants of the conversation do not 
share the same language, music speech serves as an open communication 
process from the composer, who generates this speech, to the listener. This 
kind of openness is a great communicative and consolidating advantage 
of music. It is an open communication system which can be entered by any-
body regardless of his or her competence in the language of music.
Music and speech both serve as means of communication as they bear 
a message, information and content. Music communicates its contents 
through the whole of music images. As for the vocal music, this communi-
cation is expressed by the intonations.
From the XX century, we can observe the reinterpretation of the phe-
nomenon of silence in the musical sphere. The world of music besides music, 
noises and other sounds, has begun to pay attention to silence and silentness, 
and regard them as a part of music.
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